Series summary: Fantasy television series set in contemporary Chicago. Gary Hobson was a regular Chicago stockbroker. One day his wife dumped him and he was forced to move into a hotel room. The next morning, at 6:30 am, a mysterious yellow cat showed up at his front door with tomorrow's edition of the Chicago Sun-Times. From that day on his life was never the same. At first skeptical, Gary started to try saving people's lives and stop disasters from happening.

The medal  (10/4/1997)

Credits: director, Daniel Attias ; writer, Sean Clark.
Summary: A ceremony in his honor triggers years worth of guilt and flashbacks in James Matthews, a Black Vietnam Medal of Honor winner (Gossett). In the incident which won him the Medal, Matthews had accidentally killed a Vietnamese girl while rescuing a wounded American soldier from a VC tunnel. In his guilt for that killing, he has never told his family about his Medal. Gary (Chandler) attempts to get him back in touch with his life and family before he commits suicide. In the end, Matthews rescues a Vietnamese American from a fire set by gangsters and is then able to come to terms with his past.

No known reviews.